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Community Emergency Response Team (CERT), local public citizens trained to respond to a variety of emergencies, take part in a drill. 
(Courtesy: FEMA CERT)

Community Emergency Response Teams:
Are You Ready for a Disaster?

By Alan M. Vigeant N6HPO

I grew up in New Jersey during the 1950s. I recall each 
Saturday, at exactly 12 noon, the air raid siren, a bright 
yellow Federal Signal SD-10, mounted atop a 50-foot tall 

power pole on the corner, would blast a one minute test—to 
that young boy, it seemed an eternity! You could hear the 
siren’s wail for blocks! There were mandated, evening Civil 
Defense blackouts in our neighborhoods. All residents were 
required to draw their shades and sit in relative darkness, 
most times for more than an hour. Civil Defense Team 
“block captains” would patrol the streets, insuring that every 
resident complied. Over the past 60+ years, the end of the 
Cold War and the threat of nuclear annihilation may have 
subsided, but the need for citizen volunteers trained in emer-
gency/disaster preparedness continues to be of significant 
value and, in the last 25 years, of strategic national impor-
tance.

The Community Emergency Response Team (CERT) 
is a community based resource and education organiza-
tion, sanctioned by the Department of Homeland Security 
(DHS) through the Federal Emergency Management Agency 
(FEMA), an executive agency that serves as a single point of 
contact within the federal government for emergency man-

agement activities.
CERT is one of FEMA’s premier volunteer programs. 

The program educates people about disaster preparedness for 
natural and man-made hazards that may impact their lives 
when least expected. CERT Academy classes are offered 
free to the public. In an actual disaster situation, a time when 
most first responder personnel will be stretched beyond their 
capacity, an empowered and prepared CERT team deployed 
to assist and support first responders, can make a measurable 
difference in mitigating victim mortality. Training citizens in 
basic life safety/disaster response skills such as wildfire safe-
ty, flood, light search-and-rescue (SAR), team organization 
and disaster medical operations, to assist those emergency 
agencies, is essential for any progressive, forward-thinking 
community.

History of CERT 

In February 1985, then Asst. Los Angeles Fire Depart-
ment (LAFD) Chief, Frank Borden [ret.], along with several 
city officials, travelled to Japan to witness, study and docu-
ment Japan’s program of emergency earthquake prepared-
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CERT logo (Courtesy: FEMA CERT)

ness. In fact, the 6.9 Kōbe earthquake occurred while they 
were in Japan. The team learned firsthand that a trained and 
prepared citizen population could significantly reduce the 
loss of life (1).

On September 19, 1985, at 5:17 A.M., an 8.0 magnitude 
earthquake struck Mexico City, leaving 50,000 dead and 
injured. The city of 8.3 million people was awash in well 
meaning, but vulnerable, unprotected and untrained “spon-
taneous volunteers.” These individuals, many with untreated 
injuries themselves, some life threatening, in a city still very 
susceptible to large aftershocks, unwittingly contributed 
an additional 100 casualties in just 15 days after the quake. 
Most, if not all of these tragic losses could have been pre-
vented had the civilian population been exposed to basic 
medical and search-and-rescue training. The southern half of 
Mexico had a history of eight major earthquakes [above 6.5] 
from 1957-1985.

Immediately after the Mexico City quake, the City of 
Los Angeles dispatched first responders to the devastated 
city. Equipped with tools, search-and-rescue teams, and ex-
trication equipment, such as infrared detectors and specially 
trained “sniffer” dogs, the LAFD made a significant impact, 
although the Mexican government insisted the major share of 
the burden was theirs. Returning to LA weeks later, Assis-
tant Chief Borden and the group pondered how their own 
city’s population would respond to a similar disaster. They 
decided to organize a committee and submit a proposal to the 
city council to form what they envisioned as the Los Ange-
les Community Emergency Response Team. Their vision 
became reality in February 1986. Regrettably, limited city 
resources stinted the program’s expansion and efficacy. Yet 
the tenacity of the LAFD, coupled with the devoted CERT 
team members, remained uniformly resolute. It wasn’t until 
the October 1, 1987, 5.9 magnitude, Whittier-Narrows earth-
quake, that the wisdom of maintaining the program through 
“lean times” was vindicated. Six years later, FEMA acknowl-
edged the intrinsic benefit of a trained volunteer civilian 
population, thus opening the CERT program nationwide. 
Thanks to Assistant Chief Borden, and the stalwart members 
of the 1986 team who believed and ultimately prevailed, the 
CERT program is now a permanent structure in all 50 states. 
Indeed, 30 countries worldwide have adopted CERT or a 
citizen’s volunteer organization in some form.

CERT’s Basic Academy Training Modules

The curriculum of each CERT module is designed to train 
citizens in basic life safety and emergency preparedness 
skills. They include, but are not limited to:
An Introduction into CERT
Disaster Preparedness/Awareness
Fire Safety/Living with Wildfires
First Aid Medical I and II/Triage
Search and Rescue
Disaster Psychology
Radio Communications [FRS/GMRS/amateur radio]

Terrorism and CERT
Course Review, Disaster Simulation Drill, Graduation
 
CERT Extended Training

Various organizations, both governmental and private, offer 
additional classes, and modules for those individuals who 
wish to expand their CERT knowledge further.
NIMS/SIMS [IS-100, 200, 700, 800]
Wildland Urban Interface
Animal Rescue and Evacuation I and II
Pandemic Flu Outbreak
CPR/AED/Trauma Medical Ops
ACLS [Advanced Cardiovascular Life Support]
Active Shooter Strategy
Red Cross Shelter Operation
T-3 [“Train-the-Trainer”]
Hazardous Materials Awareness

Valley Center CERT  

In late October 2003, the County of San Diego was en-
gaged in fighting four major wildfires within its boundaries. 
The “Paradise” fire began in the Rincon area, a few miles 
west from Valley Center, in the foothills of northeast San Di-
ego (2). The County was hardly prepared for such a conflagra-
tion, even in the best of times; the fire literally overwhelmed 
and exhausted every emergency agency, ground based and 
airborne. There was little interoperability, so many of the 
agencies could not keep in radio contact with each other. 
There were no Memorandum of Understanding [MOU] 
between the [then] state fire authority, California Division 
of Forestry [now Cal-Fire], county government, and the 
three military bases within the county. While CDF air attack 
planes and tankers were spread very thin around the state 
while military resources sat idle on the tarmac. Had there 
been such an agreement as exists now, the military’s fire 
fighting apparatus could have offered valuable assistance.

It was two months after that wildfire, December 2003 
that the Valley Center CERT team was formed. Local 
citizens had had their very first taste of what real disaster 
conditions look and feel like. An ad hoc group of concerned 
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citizens led by Mary Meade and San Pasqual Reservation 
Fire, Chief Maxxy, were adamant about initiating a “commu-
nity involved program;” a program that offered and encour-
aged local citizen’s active involvement and participation…
something like CERT. It was providential that the program 
was greeted and later adopted with so little resistance; a very 
similar wildfire, involving much of the county would once 
again engage the citizens of San Diego County, particularly 
the residents of the Greater Valley Center area, just four short 
years later.

On October 23, 2007, at 3:13 PM, the “Poomacha” 
wildfire began its 49,410 acre rampage across the north-
eastern part of San Diego County (3), Valley Center CERT 
(VCCERT) was actively engaged in “red tagging” W.U.I. 
properties which these trained CERT team members deemed 
indefensible. Each property was given a cursory exam to 
establish defensibility against the oncoming firestorm. In 
moments, a property was assessed. Parcels which had not 
adhered to the mandated defensible space perimeter around 
their home were red tagged. This permitted fire fighters, 
already stretched beyond their capacity, to dedicate their 
efforts and resources to those residential properties that were 
defensible. In total, the team activation lasted ten days.

By November 9, 2007, the Poomacha Fire was declared 
100 percent contained; the VCCERT team had proven their 
abilities and confirmed the Valley Center Fire Protection 
District’s faith and trust. In the intervening years, the ranks 
of our VCCERT team have grown substantially. To date we 
have graduated more than 500 residents through the CERT 
Academy. However grand the number for a community 
our size, there is little time for accolade. Families move 
away from the area and many residents become “catch and 
release” (those who accept Academy training, yet wish no 
further involvement), depleting the team’s strength. We’re 
encouraged when new families to move into the area, yet 
discover few have even a nodding acquaintance with what 
the term “wildland urban interface” implies, let alone how 
different their lives in it might be. This is where VCCERT 
can help. We much prefer to “train and retain” new residents, 
thus building a more confident, empowered and prepared 
community.

We seek public venues in which to reach out to res-
idents unfamiliar with CERT, impressing upon them the 
value of the program, instilling civic responsibility and the 
knowledge which the CERT program provides. The program 
is not exclusively for disaster preparedness. It enables team 
members to administer basic medical assistance in emergen-
cy situations, stabilizing the situation and the individual on 
the spot until the first responder team arrives. For this reason, 
many of us carry comprehensive CERT backpacks in our 
vehicles.

VCCERT as a Deployable Organization

The chain of command is essential in assuring that 
each division is equally aware of the incident event, fol-

lowing directives through the command structure. This not 
only insures that all agencies are “on the same page” but the 
structure permits the swift discharge of necessary personnel, 
equipment and emergency supplies to the affected areas.

Is there a CERT Team in Your Area?                                                                                   

There is a quick way to determine where the closest 
CERT organization is to your area. Simply click on the 
FEMA link below and enter your Zip code. It will direct you 
to the closest CERT team and provide contact info: https://
www.citizencorps.fema.gov/cc/searchCert.do?submit-
ByZip

If you are unable to find one near you, you can always 
start one; there are many small towns in America that find 
themselves outside the district of an organized CERT team. 
Should this idea appeal to you, the FEMA link below offers 
more help in getting a CERT team started, as well as a place 
to get your questions answered: https://www.fema.gov/
cert-program-registration-information

CERT, Global Issues, and Crisis Inevitability

As our population grows and climate change continues, 
having more and more of an educated and prepared global 
community will be essential in its survivability and recovery 
when disaster strikes.

Over eight hundred million people, about twenty-five 
percent of the global population, live around the most seis-
mically and volcanically active zone in the world—the “Ring 
of Fire” which encompasses the whole of the Pacific Ocean. 
Over 40 percent of us live in the coastal areas! We who live 
around “the Ring’s” perimeter must be constantly aware of 
the threats it poses. For more than 30 years we have been 
building safer, earthquake resistant housing and commercial 
structures. Each nation within this area must also strive to 
improve oceanic and land-based early-warning systems to 
help minimize the risk to life (4).

Jen and Kathy acted as our Scribes for the evacuation keep-
ing track of all the evacuated vehicles and checking them in as 
the radio calls came in that they made it to the refuge. CERT 
members were along the evacuation route making sure that no 
residents got off the evacuation route. (Courtesy: VCCERT)
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In 1995, fire suppression made up 16 percent of the 
U.S. Forest Service’s annual appropriated budget. For year 
2015, for the very first time, more than 50 percent of the 
United States Forest Service’s annual budget was dedicated 
to wildfire suppression. Left unchecked, the share of the bud-
get devoted to fire in 2025 could exceed 67 percent, equating 
to reductions of nearly $700 million from non-fire programs 
and personnel compared to today’s funding levels. That 
means that in just eight years, two out of every three dollars 
the Forest Service gets from Congress, as part of its appro-
priated budget, will be invested in fire programs (5).

With the rapid rise in global terrorism, it is becoming 
more incumbent than ever that every citizen knows how to 
respond to obvious or suspicious terrorist activity. Active 
shooter training is becoming more prevalent and is a high-
ly regarded skill for everyone to obtain, particularly CERT 
members. 

“Crisis preparation and management must be learned 
and practiced when there isn’t a cloud in the sky.” (6) 

These words come from Frances Hesselbein, the CEO 
of The Girl Scouts of America from 1976 thru 1990, and 
current the CEO of the Frances Hesselbein Leadership Insti-
tute. At the remarkable age of 100, Frances speaks frequently 
on the subject of strategy in leadership, teaching military 
officers and CEOs across the country how to become more 
effective when confronted by challenges. Her books, each of 
which has some application in every CERT organization, are 
best sellers.

Regardless where you live in the United States or 
around the world, there is a history of naturally occurring 
weather or geologic phenomenon specific to your area. 
Earthquakes, wildfires, floods, hurricanes, typhoons, torna-
does, and other disasters have little if any predictability, yet 
each are as inevitable as the destruction they leave behind. 
Our interest and compassion ramps up when we see dramat-
ic, natural phenomenon unfold on television, taking the lives 
and property of innocent and defenseless men, women, and 
children.

So, the question begs, “Wouldn’t a better prepared citi-
zenry have prevented, or at least diminished the numbers of 
lives lost?”  Of course, it would! 

“So, how can we avoid the tragic experiences of these 
people, so that similar circumstances are not repeated in our 
own lives?”

We begin by asking ourselves, “Am I prepared in my 
home and my vehicle to be self-sufficient for at least 72 
hours?” “What if we’re not at home? Will my spouse and my 
children know how to respond during and after the disaster?

The good news is that the loss of life need not reach 
staggering proportions. We can survive and even prevail, but 
only to the degree that we are willing to take the necessary 
steps now to prepare for what most assuredly lies ahead.

At one of our recent CERT academies a woman asked, 
“…why teach the fear, gloom, and doom regarding disaster 
preparedness?” I explained I didn’t believe the CERT curric-
ulum was pessimistic at all. Our academy instructs a basic 
awareness of current local and state natural environmental 
hazards; i.e. history of wildfires, earthquakes, hurricanes, and 
the likelihood of similar occurrences in the future. From the 
first minutes of CERT introduction, right through graduation 
[a total of twenty-four hours of directed, hands-on physical 
activity and spirited classroom discussion and instruction], 
the Academy stresses prevention and preparation before 
the actual occurrence. The program endeavors to convert 
anguish and trepidation with self-assurance and knowledge. 
By graduation, we hope the Academy has disabused those 
persons of their initial belief that, “…it will never happen to 
me.”

CERT’s Future

My wife and I have been involved with CERT since 
2010 and we have both been licensed amateur radio opera-
tors for the past 10 years. We were wide-eyed, enthusiastic 
students back then…seven years later, we’re still wide-eyed, 
enthusiastic students! As FEMA certified instructors in the 
CERT curriculum, we find that at every class, workshop, or 
conference we attend are new people sharing new informa-
tion, discussing new ideas and new ways of doing things. 
Science’s function is to produce accurate theories of how the 
natural world works; it’s a never-ending cycle of unlearning 

Valley Center CERT logo (Courtesy: VCCERT)

Valley Center CERT chain of command. (Courtesy: VCCERT)
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Valley Center CERT command post staff reviewing scribe baord 
during 2017 Hideaway Lakes evacuation exercize. (Courtesy: 
VCCERT) 

previous errors and challenging long held beliefs. As Carl 
Sagan wrote, “Intellectual capacity is no guarantee against 
being dead wrong (7).”

There are a few things that can restrain and reduce the 
scope and efficacy of CERT teams. An ongoing challenge 
is engaging new members, particularly younger members 
of the community, to become trained team members and 
eventually, CERT leaders. I recently attended CERT’s 30th 
anniversary convention in Los Angeles. It was a three-day 
gathering of over 500 CERT team members from across 
the nation. Instructors from as far away as Guam and South 
Korea were present! I spoke with team managers, instructors, 
and firefighters; all were unanimous in their agreement that 
these barriers to generating new membership pose significant 
threats to maintaining and expanding the CERT program.

Secondly, is the mistaken assumption that any current 
CERT staffing level is sufficient; “They don’t need me!” 
“What can I do?” Granted, taking the Academy training is 
a big step in making your family more secure when those 
learned skills are required. However, along with the sense of 
one’s duty to family, shouldn’t there also be a sense of duty 
to one’s community for “services rendered”?

An “internship” of sorts should be encouraged, urged, 
and requested of every graduate, in reciprocity. This would 
help them understand how a CERT team functions in a com-
munity, how vital a community’s CERT team is, and how 
much the team relies upon community input, ideas, guid-
ance, and when necessary, financial support. There are many 
ancillary positions available for people who wish to assist 
and support in some way.

Website and “social media” page development and 
maintenance, newsletter writing, photography, fund raising, 
bookkeeping, office correspondence and clerical duties, us-
ing your home as a meeting place, or something as simple as 
speaking to promote your team to your church parishioners 
or local social organizations. Some CERT teams, like Valley 
Center CERT, are 501C (3) organizations, making financial, 
as well as donated goods and services tax deductible con-
tributions! Each of these is an integral and essential part of 
every CERT organization. Every resident possesses some 
applicable skill they can offer. Contributing just a few hours 
each week in fellowship to share basic, yet vital team re-
sponsibilities, keeps a CERT team engaged, its support team 
and the population in general, informed and prepared! 

In Conclusion

There is no greater benefit a community can receive 
from its citizens than having them involved in its operation 
and protection. Many of us have moved into our communi-
ties from elsewhere. We chose to live and “put down roots” 
there for a myriad of reasons. Yet one thread binds us all…
we love our community! Otherwise, we’d leave it to move 
somewhere else. Yet, we haven’t; no wildfire, earthquake, 
hurricane, flood, or tornado has been strong enough to drive 
us away from the place we call home.

Since the community in which you live affords the life-
style you currently enjoy, it must be something that you not 
only wish to preserve, but to see prosper and flourish. If this 
is true, then don’t you owe it to yourself, your children, and 
families to become an active and integral part in supporting, 
protecting, and defending it?

The CERT Program offers you that opportunity! By 
joining CERT you provide another strong link in its formi-
dable chain, binding neighbor to neighbor; a chain made all 
the greater—and stronger—with the addition of each new 
member. You never know what a positive difference your 
voice can make, or how valuable your participation and your 
ideas will become!
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